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Blogs are a platform where people can write and post their opinions and views on a particular topic
or subject. They are interactive by property because readers can not only read the articles but also
write comments and give reply to comments. This is known as blog commenting which has gained
popularity because of spreading messages and highlighting various issues. Every approved
comment gets the opportunity to show their website link from that blog. For increasing the traffic to a
website and gaining higher ranking in the search engines one should buy an auto approve blog list.
These lists are approved automatically and no other approval is required thus the number of back
links will eventually increase.

Blog commenting is very good for search engine optimization; because when a website links to
some other website then the back links are generated. The more the number of back links
associated with a particular website the greater its ranking will be in the SEO as well as stronger
reputation building. In this way more number of visitors will hit the website and a larger traffic will be
generated, thus the website will be advertised to a greater extent. Scrapebox can also help to
increase the status of a website. Scrapebox is software program that performs the following tasks:

â€¢	Helps to search blogs based on a specific keyword.

â€¢	The website can display pseudo traffic that gives the image that the website is getting more
attention.

â€¢	Allows multiple, rotating proxies which are submitted to give a false impression of huge traffic.

â€¢	List management and importing, exporting and filtering of duplicate emails also become easy.

â€¢	Have in-built features like proxy list checking, auto comment to word press, strong RSS
submission, trackback poster and much more.

The scrapebox autoapprove list can be managed effortlessly and effectively. It also helps to create
unlimited links to a website thereby increasing the ranking in the SEO. The websites offer two lists
out of which one is for commenting and the other is for trackbacking. These lists are approved
automatically as soon as they are posted which helps in making the use of scrapebox much simpler.
The only work that is needed to be done is to load the list in this software and configure the
comment choices. It is a very tedious and time consuming task to find good backlinks that can be
added to the website to increase the traffic so an easier way is to search for auto approved sites.

In these sites the links are accepted as soon as the comment is placed without any further
moderation. Thus, a lot of time is saved by using the auto approve list because no time or resource
is wasted on their further evaluation to get the approval.
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